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Constructions in Space
Framing Similarities between Medieval
Churchyards and Towns

Anna Hed Jakobsson

The symbolism present in medieval church buildings and church interiors

has been extensively studied. The aim of this article is to draw attention

to the less considered space surrounding the churches, that is the church-

yards. The layout larchitecture) of the churchyard must have been just as

meaningful as the church itself. In the present interpretation it is suggested

that the Scandinavian churchyard, due to its form, was associated with

the town and its connotations. The churchyard is proposed to have been

apprehended as a "piece of town" moved out into the rural landscape,

representing some of the things that the town or city stood for: the ideal

society, the centre of the world and a manifestation of power (and perhaps

also contra-power). The point ofdeparture is the observation that medieval

churchyards in their layout resemble in some respects how the contem-

poraneous towns were spatially organised.

Anna Hed Jalobsson, Diat'tment ofArcltaeologv, Stocl'lto(m Univetsiti:,
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ENTERING A CHURCHYARD
When you walk towards a medieval church in the Swedish countryside, you often find

yourself walking upwards. A church should, if possible, be built on elevated ground.

Sometimes when trying to get a full view you find you cannot see the building in its

entirety, since its position on a height renders it partly hidden behind the stone walls

and elaborate gates surrounding the cemetery. The church tower, the church roof with

its adornments and perhaps a bell-tower are clearly visible, though. Does this remind

you of anything? You find yourself cut off from the impressive stone buildings standing

inside the churchyard wall. To enter you have to pass through the gate in the wall,

sometimes by means of stairs. It is easy to feel how the wall encloses and divides off
the Sacred. It has been said that the walls and gates surrounding the churches were

erected as a defence, the church site thus acting as a stronghold for the community.

But the gates also draw your attention to the crossing of the boundary, to the entering

into the Holy. The message is clear: this is a different place, another space. You will

sense it every time you visit the church.

If you move around the churchyard, you will notice the regular form of the wall. It

may be of timber or stone, but it always has straight lines and right angles. The wall
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stands in stark contrast to the irregular shapes of the surrounding landscape. When
comparing the Christian cemetery to the Late Iron Age burial ground lying close by
you may wonder at their difference, the burial ground being without boundaries and
fitted into the landscape in a much more accommodating way. The difference demands
an explanation. The right angles and symmetry of the medieval churchyard are, however,

features not often noticed or discussed. A defence or a marking of a boundary could
have taken any form. But not in this case. As a rule the medieval churchyard is
rectangular.

CHURCHYARDS ARE RECTANGULAR, NOT ROUND
Archaeological structures that challenge us to interpret them have this effect, I believe,
because we recognise something in them that once made them important and/or potent
with meaning (cf. Miller 1985: 10f, Stig S@rensen 1997). Often this can be a certain
"imageability", that is, a form that gives the object a high probability of evoking a
strong image in any given observer (cf. Lynch 1960). In the case of the churchyards
there are a number of such intriguing features, but I shall concentrate on the one already
mentioned. When surveying the shape of medieval churchyards, it is namely striking
how stereotyped they are. As a rule they are rectangular (Figs. I and 2). Irregular and,

especially, round or oval churchyards are very rare. In Sweden I know of only a few
that have a more or less round shape: Skog in Hälsingland (Salvén 1927: 33); S:t Olof
on the island of Fårö (Lithberg 1935:4; Edle 1935: 15f); Elinghem on Gotland (Wollin
1935: 15, 87) ; Såntorp (Nilsson 1989: 128) and Härene (Mandelgren 1883-84, pl. 8:I)
in Västergötland; Uppåkra in Scania (Riddersporre 1998: 174); and S:t Per in Sigtuna,
Uppland (Mandelgren 1883-84, pl. 11:20).Several of these round or oval churchyards
have been given this shape because they were built on top ofor inside ofolder structures.
For instance, the Gothic church in Elinghem was erected inside a prehistoric hill-fort,

Fig. l. Surveying the shape and history of ch«»chvards n&eans &nn»n&aging th&ougl& archaeological reports,
okl travellers

'
accounts, &lrawings and maps. The pictu&. e acquired n&av not be representative of early

medieval conditions. However, i& is not until the l9'" century that ne~~ customs make alte&ations and
expansions»ff' the churchvard» more common. Archaeological investigation» also show thai rectangular
churchvards clearly don&inate f&om the time of the Christian mission and tl&roughout the Mi&klle Ages.
Estuna Chu&ch, Upplan&l, d»aw:n bv J. H:son Rhe-eli«sin /635, Monumenta Uplandica. The n&ap shows
To&stuna Church, Uppland, in /765, afte& Calisse&rdo&//' !986.
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Fig. 2. The pictiire, ca&reedi»to a solid iocl'i&i

Sila, Frötwna pa&isli, Uppfaivl, is dated to the

eai. ly l2'" ce»t«&. i: (aftei. Htessén d& Jansson
I 940-58). The piet&aep& obablv shows a charcli
»:lte& e a se& i~ice is bei ng officiated. Tlie
' fi'ante "ivith its & &a&es(not f»&ni&i i&g any tinder-

standable text) caii be &a&de&'stood as a charcli-

va& d, &eith tlie & &a&es placed i&i tlie i ecta&ig» ia&

charclii:aid bo&a&dan'. Cf: Fig. 5.

and the churchyard wall follows the

wall of the old fort. Even if they are

few, these churchyards show that it was

possible to give a churchyard a shape

other than the one with four corners.
Thus, the frequent rectangular layout

appears to be a custom rather than

something commanded.

This seems to be confirmed by the written evidence. Neither the canonical laws nor

the Nordic medieval laws contain any regulations for the design of the churchyards

(Nilsson 1989: 122). If we go further back in time and look at Continental writings we

find the same situation. The only statements regarding churchyards are the ones that

regulate the ecclesiastical peace. Already in the sixth century there is evidence that the

area around a church could be included in the ecclesiastical peace, that is, a space
where people could seek asylum, immunity and reduction of penalties. The oldest

known evidence of a specified size for an area like this is from Toledo in AD 681,
where it is stated that anyone who seeks refuge in a church can walk thirty steps from

the church doors and still be safe. Similar measures were repeated throughout the

centuries. However, the regulations do not say anything about a particular shape for
the areas (ibid: 124; Nilsson 1991:478fl.

Thus, the available sources lack information on the layout of medieval churchyards.

This does not mean that the observed structure, the stereotyped layout, was unimportant.

But we will have to approach the question from another angle. We shall start by creating

a context, using questions such as: What kind ofmeanings did the medieval churchyard

possess? What associations could be evoked by a churchyard? Were there some that

were forgotten when churches and churchyards in time were understood in new contexts?

CONTEXT: A PLACE SET APART

When medieval people walked through a gate or over a foot bridge into the demarcated

churchyard, they entered a holy room. Inside the enclosures the ground was sacred,

established as such in a ceremonial act conducted at one time by one of the holiest and

mightiest persons in medieval society, the bishop (Hellström 1971: 260ff, Nilsson

1989: 70ffl. The enclosures surrounding the churchyard, whether they were ditches,

fences or stonewalls, emphasised that there was a decisive difference between the

sacred ground consecrated by the bishop and the profane world outside (Hellström
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ibid: 269; Nilsson ibid: 122). People would sense it every time they visited the church.
And people living in the Middle Ages would pass this boundary and enter this

sacred room countless times during their lifetime. Some of the most decisive events of
their lives were held here, for example important rituals and ceremonies such as

weddings, /yr/'tagni ngar and primsigningar. The churchyard also played a vital part in

the momentous processions led by priests, occasions when the participants and/or

spectators could again sense the significance of the locality. And above all the churchyard

was the place where the dead relatives and ancestors rested in consecrated ground —at
least most of them. Unless baptised and regarded as honourable, one was not allowed

to make the celestial journey to the heavenly Jerusalem, as it were. Actually the sacred
ground became polluted if criminals or unchristened people were buried in it. If a
horrific event like that should occur, as well as ifcrimes such as manslaughter, mutilation

or theft were committed there, the churchyard became unfit for use and had to be
purified and consecrated all over again. Thus, the enclosed cemetery was not only a

public place where social, economic and political conditions in society were mirrored
and staged (which, for instance, we can observe in the distribution of different burials;
Nilsson 1989: 134ff; Kieffer-Olsen 1997; Jonsson 1999), but also a disciplining
institution.

That the churchyard was a sacred place did not mean that people always entered it

with the quiet, god-fearing devotional spirit required during and after the Reformation.
On the contrary, the medieval churchyards could act as gathering places for activities
which in modern eyes seem extremely worldly. Some churchyards could be put to use

as strongholds. Plays, feasts, dances, thing-meetings and markets were often held in

churchyards. In these respects the churchyard resembled other central places, for
example the town. Thus, it is plausible that the boundary surrounding the churchyard
had more meanings than that of separating the sacred from the profane.

A strict dichotomy of sacred profane may on the whole be irrelevant to medieval

thinking. It seems rather as if the space was ordered according to a sliding scale, with

different spaces being regarded as more or less sacred. It is true that the regulations
mentioned above regarding the ecclesiastical peace seem to be based on a dichotomy,
and it has been proposed that one reason to put up a visible boundary around the

churchyard was to remind people of the church peace. This might explain why churches
that lacked burial rights could still be surrounded by a churchyard (Bee 1963).However,

ecclesiastical peace could be claimed also outside of the enclosed churchyard. The
Swedish medieval peace laws are in this respect especially detailed, defining a number
of so-called peace-zones (Sw. fiidszoner) (Nilsson 1991:492f). The greatest number

of peace-zones are specified in the Hälsinge Law, which lists crimes committed on the

farm, on the road between the farm and the church, at the churchyard enclosure, inside

the enclosure, at the church door, at the baptismal font, at the entrance to the chancel
and inside the chancel. The most severe crime, which rendered the harshest penalties,
was a crime committed at the high altar (the Hälsinge Law 21 ) 2). The fact that

churchyard enclosures were built even if the church did not possess burial rights, together
with the presence of several peace-zones, shows that the dichotomies of sacred —profane

Crrr'reni Sieedislr Ar r lrrreo(o&~&:, Vol. 9, 200l
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and peace —not peace probably are too simple. And it makes it probable that the

boundary had still more functions.

One such function may have been to define ownership. It was claimed by the Church

that once the ground had been consecrated and turned into a sacred churchyard, it

belonged to God. It was patrimoniam Dei and could not be owned by any worldly

person (Nilsson 1989:59ff). It must have been important to demonstrate this in a valid

way, and, as so often during the Middle Ages, this was done very concretely and

physically with an enclosure. Of course the idea ofpatrimonitttn Dei was often at odds

with how worldly landowners would have it, and in practice the latter would claim

ownership and power also over churchyards. This is indicated by, for example, the

Norwegian Frostating's Law, where it is stated that a church owner (a person who

owned the ground where the church was built) could deny a person the right to be

buried there (Nilsson 1989: 67f; Brendalsmo 1997: 109f).
Thus, the enclosures were important in many respects and had probably been so for

a long time. We can conclude that from the Swedish word used to denote churchyard

or cemetery: /yt. /.ogård. The word was used already when the first churchyards were

established, which is shown for instance by the carving on the rune-stone U 170 from

the middle/second half of the eleventh century: ".. .Ha (nn ej r/;mfinn i kirjkttgardi. . .
"

(".. . He is buried in the churchyard. . .") (Fig. 3). The second element in the word

/irkj ttgardi comes from the oldSwedish gardher, which denotes a fence or enclosure.

Obviously the word /ir/j ttgardi denoted both the surrounding enclosure and the space

inside of it (Holmbäck & Wessén 1946: 18), but it is the enclosure that is emphasised.

However, if we are to trust the medieval laws it does not seem as if the fence or wall

was ascribed any particular significance. Unlike the space inside the walls, the laws

did not define the enclosure as sacred (Hellström 1971:269; Johansson 1993: 12). Of
course, the written laws do not cover the whole range of functions or meanings that the

enclosures could have, and in my view the enclosures did have a special meaning. The

boundary of a holy place
(Christian or not) is often con-

sidered to have special qual-

ities. Crossing a boundary in-

volves an entry into a lim-

inality, and it often requires

Fig. 3. Tl(e /i dl text on the stone scl I".I

"Gun(1i c(nd Asa had this s(one ancl

the I uult (c(isec/ in»(en(on& o/' Evml(;

their son. He died in Eiltrev (7). /le

i» buriecl in the clrurchvard /kirkjc(-

garÄij. Fc(stul/( curved the Inne».

Gunni I&Oxe&l thislthese st&rne I&rclc-

s/c(b(s).
"

The rune-stone U /70 /Ico(r(

8ogesun&/, Ost(c( Ri:c/, Ulrplancl. A/ter

5exsé 0 &j'; Jcu(sson /940-5ö.

Curren( örvedist( Archaeoto&~I& Vot. 9, 200t
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dealing with supernatural powers or taboos. Raising a boundary also creates a division,
between us and them, mine and yours. One thing that speaks in favour of the churchyard
boundary as having particular significance is that rune-stones were placed in the ditches
and walls of the churchyard. Especially in Scania it seems to have been rather common
to erect rune-stones in or near the first churchyard boundaries (Anglert 1995: 41f).
But also in other regions rune-stones were deliberately placed in churchyard boundaries.
Between 11 and 21%of all rune-stones placed in and next to churches during medieval
times (often consciously moved there from burial grounds and other significant places
in the Viking Age landscape) were put into churchyard walls (Johansen 1997: 180 Tab.

3a, 205f).
However, none of the functions or meanings mentioned above need have affected

the shape of the churchyard. Why were the churchyards given a rectangular form, and
with such consistency?

One possibility could be that the churchyards were adapted to fit into regulated
village settlements. The problem is that regulated villages divided into tofts and crofts,
tenements and street are missing in most parts of Scandinavia during the early Middle

Ages, and in many regions regulated villages were never introduced. Even in the
southern parts of Scandinavia, regulated villages were probably not established until

quite some time after the introduction of churches (Anglert 1995: 180; Riddersporre
1995). Rather, in Scania it seems as if the building of stone churches took place at

approximately the same time as the regulation of villages, and that would be as late as
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Thomasson 1998: 82).

However —and this must be considered important there did exist regulated
settlements already when the first churches were erected. Not in villages, but in the
earliest towns. In fact, the first time we hear of a church it is mentioned in connection
with one of the earliest towns, Viking Age Birka. Vita Ansgarii, chapter 28, maintains
that the king of the Sveav donated a building-lot in the town for the purpose of erecting
a church (or chapel) there.

CONTEXT: THE CHURCH AND THE TOWN
Christianity was from the beginning a city-religion within the Roman Empire. The
Church had its roots in the cities. The holiest places to the Christians were cities such
as Rome and of course Jerusalem, the centre of the world. Judging from the symbolic
language and metaphors of the Christians, it is clear that the city also metaphysically
was the obvious point of reference (Andrén 1998).The coming divine kingdom was
described in the Book of Revelations as a symmetric and well-planned city, built of
shining gold and precious stones: "And the city lieth foursquare, and the length is as
large as the breadth. . ." (21: 16).For the Christians the world seems to have consisted
of holy places, connected with roads that ran through wild and dangerous regions. As
mirrored in the itineraries of the pilgrims, many of the most important holy places
were cities (Harrison 1998). To a Christian, a world without cities and towns would
seem ungodly and undesireable.

Even in the non-urbanised Scandinavia the world-view and actions of the early
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Christians seem to have been permeated with the idea of the Holy City. Knowledge of
Jerusalem's importance existed already in the late Viking Age, as is shown in runic

inscriptions. On one rune-stone, U 605 from Almarestäket in Uppland, the text declares

that "Ingirun, Harar's daughter, had the runes carved in memory of herself. She wants

to travel to the east and abroad to Jerusalem. . .
" On another Uplandic rune-stone,

erected at Broby in Täby, it is stated that "Astriör had these stones raised in memory of
Eysteinn, her husband, who attacked (sotti) Jerusalem and met his end in Greece"

(U 136). Obviously people could have different aspirations concerning the Holy City,

the interesting thing though being that the city was well known. Both these rune-

stones belong to the middle of the eleventh century.

The concept of the town had a profound importance in the Christian culture, and

one indication of this is the strong connection between the early churches and towns in

Scandinavia. With regard to most medieval towns, among the earliest traces of them is

one or more churches. There were of course regional differences, but towns or places

with an urban character seem to have been innovative when it comes to Christian

culture and the building of churches. In Scania the presence of early churches and

churchyards has been noted in for example Löddeköpinge, Helsingborg and Tommarp,

while they appear to have been built later in the rural areas (Anglert 1995). In the

Mälar valley there is no doubt that Sigtuna was the innovative centre.

The early churches found in medieval towns are usually thought either to have been

built in an already established central place, or to have been the first attraction on the

spot and the reason for other agents to establish themselves in this particular place.

But after the excavations in Sigtuna, founded ca. 970/980 (Tesch 1990, 1991, 1992), a

third alternative has emerged. In Sigtuna it is evident that the town and the church

were established simultaneously, as a concept. Snorri Sturluson's accounts, which

repeatedly state that this or that king founded a town by building a royal manor, erecting

a church, and dividing the ground into lots for people to build houses on, seem to be

confirmed (cf. Heimskringla). This structure resembles the division into bellatores,

oratores and laborrltores (perhaps, though, more valid in the days of Snorri than in the

time of early Sigtuna), a structure also recognisable in the tower, chancel and nave of
the Romanesque churches (Anglert 1998).It indicates a striving to create places, towns

included, that embodied the Christian ideology (cf. Frugoni 1991,ch. 1). Perhaps this

can apply to Lund as well.

Lund is the place where the oldest known church in Scania was erected, in about

the year 990. It was made ofwood and around it lay a rectangular cemetery demarcated

with ditches. The ditches are not quite as old as the earliest cemetery, but they appear

to have followed an original regulation of the ground (Kriig 1987: 7). Probably it was

the king Sven Haraldsson (Forkbeard) who commissioned the church, and he may

have been buried in it (Cinthio 1997).The king's manor is likely to have been situated

close by (Andrén 1980: 71f). The church, however, does not seem to have been built

exclusively for the king. The high number ofgraves indicates rather that the churchyard

was a central cemetery where people from a much wider area than the (future) town

were brought to be buried (Kriig 1987: 30).
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A street ran through the town and towards the royal and ecclesiastical structures,
steeply uphill from the south (Andrén 1980, map 16). It seems as if this street was of
central importance during the early phases in Lund (Magnusson Staaf et al. 1995). It
enhanced the impression given by the buildings on the hill. The appearance of the late
Viking Age buildings could hardly, with modern eyes, compare to the medieval stone
houses and cathedral later built in this area. Still, in its initial phase the town to a high
degree consisted of a royal-ecclesiastical concurrence or symbiosis manifested by the
royal buildings, the church with its demarcated churchyard, and the dominating street.
The construction of the cathedral and the paving of the main street would in time
strengthen the impression. The well-kept street has for this period of time, the early
twelfth century, been described as a monument dedicated to the heavenly Jerusalem
and a holy king (ibid: 50).

A person travelling to Sigtuna in the first half of the eleventh century would more
or less have encountered the same kind of structure. Although close proximity to the
lake Mälaren clearly sets Sigtuna off from the inland town of Lund, it appears as if a
long, straight street accompanied by house-lots was a main feature also of this place.
The houses were facing the centrally running street rather than the waterfront (Tesch
1990, 1991, 1992). In the middle of the street, in the midst of the town and on the
highest point, there was a plot considerably larger than the rest. It is assumed to have
belonged to the king and hosted the king's manor (ibid. ). The placement of the large
plot and its royal manor underlines the unity of king and town, and it is obvious that
the royal initiator was anxious to manifest his authority in a grand way. The Christian
element is also clear. In the later half of the eleventh century, when Sigtuna became an
Episcopal see, it seems as if the king donated his plot to the bishop (Tesch 1998).A
stone church (later called S:t Gertrud) was then erected on the plot. The church was
probably the first stone church in the Mälar valley, and also plausibly one of the first
churches on the whole to be erected in Uppland during this time of mission and
Christianisation. Prior to these events, however, a wooden church seems to have been
present on the same plot. This is indicated by graves with a deviating direction from
the stone church. The wooden church was probably the first church to be built in the
town, and it was erected next to the king's manor (Tesch ibid. , Tesch & Pettersson
1995). Whether this church was exclusively built for the king is not known. The
fragmentary text on the rune-stone U 395, "Svein . . . carved the stone . . . who brought
her to Sigtunir", has been interpreted to mean that a woman was brought to the town
for burial in a churchyard (Jansson 1977: 119).If this was the case, we may suspect
that the churchyard on the king's plot was a parallel to the central cemetery in Lund
(although probably smaller and/or more exclusive). But since we do not know which
churchyard the woman was brought to, nor for that matter how the contemporaneous
burial grounds and groups of graves with Christian burials that existed just outside of
the town related to the centrally placed churchyard inside it, there is no sure evidence
for such a conclusion.

Ingirun, who wanted to go to Jerusalem, raised her stone not far from Sigtuna. The
reasons behind the foundation of the town were probably manifold, but one of them
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was certainly to create a Christian place and milieu in Uppland. As in Lund, it seems as

if the layout of the town was intended to monumentally display the central authority as

well as to express a new ideology. Is it too farfetched to assume that the first ruler of

Sigtuna planned the town with the image of the Christian cosmology or the heavenly

Jerusalem in mind? In Denmark a contemporaneous effort was perhaps made by the

Danish king Harald Gormsson, who commissioned the so-called Trelleborg fortresses

(Andrén 1998).The symmetrical architecture of the fortresses, with perfectly round

walls that surround straight-axis streets crossing each other at right angles, is unique,

and the fortresses may have been built in the image of the heavenly Jerusalem (ibid:

156ff). The ruler of Sigtuna would surely have known of the fortresses, since there

were strong links between the Danish power and Sigtuna in the end of the tenth century

(e.g. Duczko 1995).And even if an intellectual construction of this kind seems strained

when it comes to the Viking Age culture in Uppland, we know that the royalty of the

time surrounded themselves with bishops and clergy, that is men of great learning,

who certainly had an influence on both the societal organisation and culture. Was,

perhaps, the layout of Sigtuna inspired by the Book of Revelations: "In the midst of
the street. . .was there the tree of life. . .

" (Fig. 4)?

CHURCHYARDS AND TOWNS —EARLY SIGNS OF REGULATED SPACE

It is fairly difficult to grasp the early layout or topography of Lund. However, it looks

as if the areas mentioned above, along the main street (next to the present-day Stortorget

and Stora Söcfetgcttan), were planned and settled at least before 1020. From the

beginning equally large blocks, plots and house-lots seem to have been laid out along

the central axis of the town, that is the main street. The house-lots had been marked by

shallow trenches (Andrén 1980; Magnusson Staaf et ctl. 1995). An early regulation

also existed further south along the same street (Mårtensson 1981:50f). Around the

year 1050 one of the plots in this area was granted for the building of a stave church,

S:t Stefan, and the churchyard was in the same way as the plot demarcated with ditches,

running parallel to the old ones (Fig. 5). The churchyard ditches had been lined with

wicker and planks and were probably kept open and clean. A rune-stone with the text

"Toki had the church built and. . ." is thought to have been

raised at the church (ibid. : 45). Where exactly we do not

know, but perhaps it was raised next to one of the church-

yard ditches. S:t Stefan was not the only church built in

the town at this time. If there was an original planned

layout, focusing on the first church, it seems likely that it

Fi~o. 4. Tlze tnzzze-sto»e cfzctgozzs car nitti tlze tests zzet e acconzpaniecl

/rz: szzch Clzzis(iazz .sz:tzz/ro/s a» the czos» azzd possihlv also the (zee of'

life in tlze fin nz of' a paltnette (7acfzzissozz /99ö. /3öff). Offert the

cfzczgozzs firtnzz zz l&crztzzcfctz z: antr«zzcl tlze Clzzistian cross, cf: /=ig. 3. Tlze

tnzzzestozze U 33/ sars; "/zz~&~cz /zczc/ tlze z zznes cctz z'ec/ izz zzzezzzoz z of
Rczyzfctstz; lzez ltnslrancl, He alozze o@:tzecf t/ris es(ate [by] aftez Sigfczstz;

lzis fiztlzez: Mazr Goc/lzelp tlzeiz' spizits.
"

(5essézz 8'; Jczzzssozz /940-3ö).
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Fig. 5. The cltttrcltvard of S:t Stefan, built ca. I050, was delintited smith ditcltes tntnning pa&allel to
pt evi oas plot-boumlari es, also in tlte shape of di tches. A fter Må t tenssot t I9öl, Pl. I.

was soon broken up when other people than the king started to erect churches.
The late tenth- and eleventh-century Lund has been described as "congested

countryside" (Andrén 1985:41).Not much separated the town from the rural settlements
in the surrounding area. The building structure shows clear rural traits, and the many
churches that soon were built can be seen as the rural nobility's own churches con-
centrated to one place. The density of the building structure, with demarcated house-
lots linked to a grid of streets, does however represent something new and different.
The same sight would have met the traveller visiting Sigtuna. The significance of
Sigtuna, and what really made it a town, was the street with its many narrow, rectangular
plots, originally marked out with ditches (Tesch 1990).This kind of topography would
have affected the way people moved around and how they came to apprehend such a
place. It is likely that the encounter with these unique settlements made people regard
them as something other than the ones in the countryside, namely as towns (cf.
Magnusson Staaf et al. 1995:41ff). A significant part of this encounter would be the
experience of the regulated, enclosed space.

A "PIECE OF TOWN" MOVED OUT INTO THE RURAL LANDSCAPE
Regulated plot-structures in the late Viking Age and early Middle Ages seem to have
been restricted to towns. This fact has even led to the claim that a place needs to have
a plot-structure in order to be regarded as a town (Brendalsmo 1994:33).This archae-
ological criterion is perhaps validated by the choice of words in the Danish king Knut
the Holy's letter of donation to the church S:t Laurentius in Lund, issued in 1085. In
the charter the word manstts is used when rural land is spoken of (translated to Sw.
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bol), but in urban contexts the word areis "plots" is used (Sw. tomter) (Skansjö k
Sundström 1985).

I would argue that the more or less rectangular shape of the churchyards was the

result of an adjustment to house-lots and street-grids in the early towns. There are

several examples of plots being reshaped into churchyards, for instance the above

mentioned S:t Stefan in Lund. The experience of the unique town structure could well

have had the effect that, when people encountered a rectangular, demarcated churchyard

in the rural landscape, they apprehended it as a "piece of town" moved out into their

own setting. Was this intentional? And if so, what was the purpose?
The town or city on the whole must have been a rather abstract place to most people

during the late Viking Age and early Middle Ages. Missionaries and priests who told

the story of the heavenly Jerusalem certainly faced difficulties when explaining what

the Holy City was supposed to be. It is understandable that the Church made efforts to

actualise the myth right there in the common peoples' own surroundings, using the

architecture and adornments in every church to express the vision. Probably we should

include the churchyard in that concept, the enclosed area having affinities with the

walled city of Jerusalem. However, in early medieval maps Jerusalem is regularly

depicted as round (cf. Index of Early Medieval Maps), a fact that may put a question-

mark to this interpretation (Fig. 6). Like most medieval features, however, the church

site was filled with layers of symbolism. It was not only an image of a heavenly place,
but it was also shaped according to worldly pretensions. Although few, the towns that

did exist during this period may actually have contributed to some of the meanings the

churchyard was given. If the rectangular shape of the churchyards was a result of an

Fig. (z. Acco(di(zg to medieval comp(elzension, (he slzape (lzat lzest esp(essed tlze perfection of tlze Nezv

Kingdonz (vas tlze ci(cle. Bz(t in tlzis piet((re (heilhnni(zato( ha» (bied to (eco(zcile tlzi» n(ental oz(tlool zvitlz

(especf fo(' tlze sac(ed test, zzhiclz actz(al(v speals of a citv bnil( in a c(z(adrangle. A ca(efz(l loolc (eveals

tlzat foar of' tlze tozve(» have been coloznred different(J fi on( tlze o(l(ers a(zd arranged so as (o permit tlze

co(zstzn(ction ofan ideal s(iz(are. After F z(go(zi I99l. Cf Je( z(sa(enz on a map dra(en l(v Mat(be(v Paris (ca.
l200-l259). Afte( Gaz(dio 2000.
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adjustment to house-lots and street-grids in the early towns, this would have influenced
the connotations of the churchyard.

WHY PLOTS?
Why plots are found in the towns is commonly explained as a result of the introduction
ofnew social and economical ideas and modes, the change designated as a feudalisation
of Scandinavia. The town would in this scenario function as a place where the king and

nobility could convert the surplus extracted from their subordinates. The plots were
hence distributed among chieftains and wealthy farmers who were now able or forced
to convert their agrarian surplus into prestige objects in the town (prestige objects
were required in order to partake in the essential conspicuous consumption of the

élite) (Brendalsmo 1994; Saunders 1995;cf.Andrén 1985).Using a high or late medieval

analogy, it has also been put forward that the size of the plots determined the size of
the taxes or tributes that the owner/user of the plot had to pay. This has been proposed
for quite different places, such as early medieval Trondheim (Christophersen 1994) as
well as seventh-century Ribe (Jensen 1991).The economical aspects are not as important
in Tesch's explanation of the plots in Sigtuna. Tesch rather stresses the plot as a gift or
prestige object in it~elf, which made it possible for the plot owner to reside within the

range of power (Tesch 1990).
Both explanations, the plot as a means of calculating fees and duties and the plot as

a gift, would mean that the plots communicated a kind of contract, and a subjection.
The impression is underlined by the topographical distribution of the plots. In early
towns there is always the same characteristic division, with a lot of small plots in

connection to but separated from dominating royal or aristocratic residences. Regarding
the subjugation that the plots may have communicated, it seems reasonable to imagine
that, by giving the churchyard a "town-plot"-shape, it was underlined that the landowner
had given or invited/commanded the Church and the congregation to this particular
place.

The first churches were erected in a period before the formation of parishes (Brink
1990, 1991, 1998). During this time personal relations with the founder of the church
were vital. The cemeteries were probably used by people who in one way or another
were dependent on those in power (who were also the patrons or church owners).
Visiting the churchyard regularly meant that one was constantly reminded of the fact
that the landowner was the prerequisite for and the warrantor of the church site's presence
and continued existence (for the dependent role of the Church in the early Middle

Ages, see Breengard 1982).
Of course, not everyone buried their dead in churchyards. Well into the twelfth

century there were people who, even if they regarded themselves as Christians, preferred
to use the traditional burial grounds. This was the case especially in Gotland and Uppland
(where the famous heathen temple in Uppsala was active until ca. 1100). Is it possible
to interpret this as a rejection of the churchyard and its layout, and, if so, of the town

and the socio-political conditions the town represented? Perhaps the same reasoning
can explain why in some special cases churchyards were given a deviating round or
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oval shape. This was, for example, the case in S:t Per in Sigtuna. This church was built

next to what was probably the royal manor in the late eleventh and twelfth centuries, a

manor that, contrary to the older one, was now placed in a majestic position outside of
the town (Tesch 1998:260). Was this a way to emphasise that the town and the king no

longer were a unity? Another special case is the medieval churchyard in Uppåkra, a

village not far from Lund. This churchyard was, according to older maps and reports,
oval (Riddersporre 1998: 175; Larsson 1998: 106). Perhaps this has something to do

with older structures, such as mounds situated on the same high point in the landscape

as where the church was erected. But it could perhaps also be seen as a statement.

Uppåkra is a known central place of the Iron Age that was surpassed by Lund in the

end of the tenth century. A conflict between these central places is likely to have been

played out in different ways. It has, for instance, been proposed that important estates

could be confiscated by the Crown and split up in several smaller farms and tofts and

that, hypothetically, this may have happened in Uppåkra (Riddersporre 1998: 175).
Constructing a deviating churchyard may have been a way to mark a distance to the

city of Lund.

MOULDING A SENSE OF COMMUNITY: DEVELOPMENTS OF THE
CHURCHYARD ENCLOSURE
While a town may be stable in its general outline for long periods of time, it is constantly

changing in detail. In this respect, too, there are similarities between churchyards and

towns. While the rectangular form of the churchyard prevails, other features change.
One such feature is the design of the churchyard enclosures. Existing churchyard

enclosures are difficult to date, but it seems as if there are some grounds for sketching

a development or typology of their design over time. On the whole the development

goes from simple ditches to more manifest fences and walls (Johansson 1993; cf.
Engberg & Kieffer-Olsen 1992). Thus, at first the churchyard boundary was not a

monumental element in the landscape. From a distance one would hardly have noticed

it (Fig. 7). As time went by it seems as if the boundary became more important to

mark, sometimes with strikingly high and mighty walls. This change is not restricted

to churches, however. In the high and late Middle Ages the bounding of space seems to

have been a vital part of the production and reproduction of feudal social relationships

(Larsson & Saunders 1996).The walled churchyard had several parallels: cathedrals,

fortified manors, castles and towns, which developed from "congested countryside"

without boundaries to high medieval towns with city walls. (Even if only a few towns

in Sweden had city walls, the walled town was a known concept at the time, exploited

and expressed in different ways, Fig. 8.) There is a striking correspondence in time

here. For example, the building of the grand wall around Visby began in the middle of
the thirteenth century, and at the same time the Gotlandic churchyard walls were

furnished with house- and tower-shaped gates. Still existing gates (Sw. stiglucl or) on

the mainland are generally somewhat later, from the fifteenth century (Johansson 1993,
app. 3). In the Uppland and Hälsinge Laws (ca. 1296 and the first part of the 14'"

century), however, it is taken for granted that the churchyards are enclosed and furnished
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Fig. 7. The&e is a&nple evidence that ditches as churchyard bo&rndarie» ree&te co&n&non in the late Viling

Age and early Middle Ages, especially in Denn&ark and Scania. Ti&n&p Ch«rch. Alster Wienberg l993.

with stiglztckor, so the dating is somewhat unclear.
How are we to interpret the manifest churchyard walls? I believe it is possible to

link the walls to the building of stone churches, and to the formation of parishes in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The formation ofparishes was part of a strategy of the
Church to further its independence (Brink 1991: 119f).The introduction of parishes
marked in fact a revolutionary change of the medieval society. Instead of belonging to
a Christian community held together by personal bonds, one was supposed to be part
of a parish that was impersonal and geographically defined. The change probably met
with resistance. Leif Gren has wiewed the stone church as a monument that was equated
with the intention of introducing and promoting a new ideological, social and territorial
unit, the parish, in a symbolic form (Gren 1989).The churchyard walls may be seen in

a similar way. They appear to have been erected at the same time as the stone churches,
a dating that is supported by the rune-stones that were incorporated into the wall. An
active moving of rune-stones to the church and the churchyard wall was probably a
way to deal with the radical change brought about by the formation ofparishes (Johansen
1997; Zachrisson 1998: 162).The churchyard enclosure was also a concrete reminder
of the parish as an organiser, since responsibility for its maintenance —just as with the
streets and quays in towns and the fences around the village infields —had to be
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Fig. 8. The town as a castle. The

chu&.ch as a town. The town, the castle

and the church site were connected

in several wavs. Medieval architec-
tu&. e, pictures and language gave
directions to the associations. Coins

and seals from Lund, after And&én

l 993-94: /4.

distributed among the plot-owners or farms that were part of the collective structure.

Like the street which both visually and as a common passageway connected the plots

and their owners and made them part of the same structure, and the fences around the

infields which represented the village community, the churchyard fences and walls

must have symbolized the church community.

The churchyard with its town-like monumentality may have signalled a new affil-

iation, namely that people now belonged to (or were expected to belong to) the Church,

the papacy and Jerusalem, rather than to rich farm-owners and other worldly magnates.

The introduction of tithes was a prerequisite for the formation of parishes but also for

a corporate building of churches by the farmers and congregations of settlement districts

(Brink 1990:119f,1998). It is plausible that the emphasising of the commonly main-

tained enclosures was a way to make a statement on behalf of these congregations. To

do this people used the same material language as that of the burghers in the towns:

manifest boundaries, walls and gates to assert independence and a sense of community.

English vevi sed by Lat&va H vang.
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